
 

Tasmanian Renewable Hydrogen Industry Network 
Linking business with emerging hydrogen opportunities 

Beach Hotel Burnie – August 30 

9:30am to 1pm 

The Bell Bay Advanced Manufacturing Zone, in partnership with Renewables Tasmania, are 

launching the Tasmanian Renewable Hydrogen Industry Network with a series of business-specific 

forums held across the state.  

This forum at the Beach Hotel in Burnie follows two successful events in Launceston and Hobart and 

will outline opportunities for business through the emerging Tasmanian hydrogen industry.  

Featuring hydrogen industry experts speaking about the fundamentals of hydrogen and what it 

means locally, nationally and globally, this forum will illustrate the potential for hydrogen to diversify 

and grow the Tasmanian economy.  

Businesses attending this event will hear from these experts, have the chance to question them on 

all aspects of the industry and the associated technology and then join in a networking event at the 

conclusion of the seminar. 

Producing green hydrogen on the scale planned for Tasmania will be at a size ten-times that 

previously constructed in the world and will be an incredible opportunity for this state. A high level 

of innovation, construction and operation will flow into many divergent opportunities for Tasmanian 

businesses of all types and the Tasmanian Renewable Hydrogen Industry Network is the place for 

business to learn more. 

This event will be held at the Beach Hotel in Burnie on August 30, 9:30am to 12pm, with a 

networking lunch served between 12pm and 1pm. 

Facilitated by BBAMZ CEO Susie Bower and co-chaired by Kim Enkelaar of Renewables Tasmania, 

these events will feature a five-person panel with extensive industry experience. 

• Sarah Ticknell, Stakeholder and Regulatory Manager – Future Fuels, Origin Energy 

• Cranston Polson, Director H2H Energy (Launceston and Hobart – Burnie by Zoom) 

• Fortescue Future Investments 

• David Harris, Energy Research Director, CSIRO 

• Dave Garnier, Director, Hydrostar Australia 

Due to COVID lockdowns on mainland Australia, each panelist will appear via Zoom and present their 

perspective on the hydrogen industry before an extensive question and answer session. At the 

conclusion of the event there will be the chance to network with fellow attendees over a light lunch. 

This is a free event 

  



The itinerary is as follows: 

• 9:30 – 9:45am: Guests arrive. Morning tea served. 

• 9:45am: Panel presentations covering different aspects of the hydrogen industry and the 

opportunities 

• 11:30am: Q&A  

• 12pm to 1pm: networking over a light lunch 

To register your interest, please email your businesses details and the details (email, phone) of 

person who would be attending to enquiries@bbamz.com.au 

For more information call Neil Grose on 0490 021 335 

Renewables Tasmania oversees Tasmania’s renewable energy development and the management 

and regulation of the energy sector. 

The Bell Bay Advanced Manufacturing Zone is an industry-based economic development group 

working in collaboration with government and community to support growth, investment and 

business diversification in the Bell Bay and Tamar Valley Regions. 
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